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Abstract 

In this paper we develop expressions for the evaluation of the two central moments of sums of 
consecutive terms of ARMA(1,1) stochastic processes. We also present an expression for the 
evaluation of the correlation parameters between two consecutive sums of consecutive terms of 
such processes. These expressions subsequently form the basis for evaluating the corresponding 
parameters of AR(1) and MA( 1) processes, which can be viewed as special cases of the 
ARMA( 1, 1) process. 
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1. Introduction 

Problems in several areas of Management Science (queuing theory, inventory control, quality 
control and forecasting) necessitate the consideration of stochastic processes. As a result, models 
often involve sums of random variables (representing successive observations of a stochastic 
process) whose parameters need to be evaluated or estimated. Good examples are the models 
developed for the evaluation of the cumulative lead time demand parameters in inventory systems 
(see Eppen and Martin 1988, An et at. 1989 and Lagodimos et at. 1993) and for the 
determination of the action limits of quality control charts (see Wardell et al. 1992). 

One simplifying assumption usually underlying the analysis of such models is that 
successive terms of the stochastic processes involved are independent. This assumption, however, 
is not always realistic (see Wagner 1980), and so processes with serially correlated terms need to 
be considered. A general class of such processes is the Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) 
process, popularised by Box and Jenkins (1976). It is with the determination of the statistical 
parameters of consecutive sums of ARMA(l,l) processes that we are concerned here. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we introduce the 
ARMA(l,l) model and deal with the problem of determining the model coefficients so as to 
obtain some desired mean, variance and autocorrelation characteristics. In section 3 we derive 
expressions for the first central moments (mean and variance) of consecutive terms of 
ARMA(l,l) processes. In section 4 we derive an expression for the autocorrelation coefficient 
between consecutive sums of consecutive terms of such processes. Finally, in section 5 we present 
some concluding remarks. 

2. The ARMA(1.1) process 

Let {d t } be a discrete-time stationary stochastic process. In the following we use the notation jJ., 

dl and Ok to represent the (time invariant) mean, variance and autocorrelation coefficient between 
any two terms d t and dt+k of the process respectively. 

The ARMA(l,l) process is a particular member of the ARMA class of stochastic processes 
consisting of one autoregressive and one moving average term (see Box and Jenkins 1976). If {d t } 

is an ARMA(l,l) process, then: 

(1) 

where a, p and I' are real coefficients and {EI } is a stochastic error process representing a stream 
of independent identically distributed random variables having zero mean and constant variance 
V. In general, we need not make any assumption concerning the distribution of {EI }. However, 
when {EI} are normally distributed each term of the ARMA(l,l) process will be normally 
distributed as well. 

In order for {dl } to be stationary we need that I a I < 1 and I I' I < 1. There are also two particular 
cases: for a=O, {dl } becomes a Moving Average MA(1) process, while for 1'=0 it becomes an 
Autoregressive AR(l) process. 

It is useful to have an expression for representing d l +k as a function of d t• Using (1) we have: 

dt+k={3+adt+k_l +YE t+k-l +E I+k 
={3+c

'
+k +yct+k-l +a{{3+ad,+k_2+Yc t+k-2+c,+k-l} 

={3 (1 +a)+(c t+k +aE t+k-l)+Y(£ I+k-l +at t+k-2)+c?dt+k-2 
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After a number of iterative steps we obtain the following expression for dt+k: 

d,+k =Al +A2+A3+d'd/ 

k-l 

with Al :=PE d 
;=0 
k 

A2 :=E c/<-; et+; 
;=1 

k-l 
A ~ k-I-; 

3 :=1' L..J a- e /+; 
;=0 

(2) 

We can now evaluate the statistical parameters of dt in terms of a, P and 1'_ First consider the 
mean,u_ Taking expectations of both terms of (1) we obtain: 

E[d,-ad,_d = E[p+ye/_l+et ] 

,u-a,u = P 
,u=p/(l-a) 

We can also evaluate the covariance of d t and dt+k- By definition: 

COV(dt,dt+k)=E[(dt -,u)(dt+k -,u)] 

=E[(dt -,u)(d'dt+A1 +A2+A3-,u)] 

=E[d'd~+d,AI +d,A2+d,A3-.ud,-,uddt -.uA1-.uA2-,uA3+,u2] 

=d'(E[d~-,u2)+E[d,A3] 

(3) 

=d'c?+yd'-IE[d,c/] (4) 

=d'c?+yd'-Iv 

where 

Using the relation 0k=Cov(dt,dt+k)/c?' the correlation coefficient Ok can be obtained directly_ 

We finally evaluate Var(dt). Using (1) we have: 

Var(dt -ad/_I) = Var(p +ye t-I +e ,) 
Var(d,) + Var(adt_I)-2Cov(d"adt_I)= Var(ye/_ 1)+ Var(e /) 

c?( 1 +a2) -2aCov(dt,d,_I)=(y2+ 1) V 

Finally, replacing Cov(dt,dt_I) above by expression (4) with k=l, we obtain: 
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if = (y2 + 2ay + 1 ) v 

1-a2 

which is a function of a and y and which can also be found in Box and Jenkins (1976). 

(5) 

One problem often encountered in practice is the determination of the process coefficients a, p 
and y and of the variance V of the error process {Et } in order to obtain some desired /J., cr and 
Ok. To deal with this problem, we simply need to solve the following algebraic system of equations: 

p = ,u(1-a) 
U2 = (y2+2ay+1)V 

1-a2 
Ok = ~+yd-l V 

if 

Since we are interested in stationary ARMA(1,1) processes we need only to consider values of 
a and y such that I a I < 1 and I y I < 1. In order to solve this system for a, p, " and V, we need to 
know the values of the statistical parameters Jl, if, °1 and °2 of {d t }. Notice that for the two 
special cases (the AR(1) and MA(1) process) we only need to know the values of/J., cr and °1, 

since we have only three unknown parameters. That is: a, p and V for the AR(1) process andP, 
" and V for the MA(1) process respectively. 

3. Sums of consecutive terms 

In this section we develop expressions for the mean and variance of sums consisting of 
consecutive ARMA(1,1) terms of the form: 

L 

X:=Ed,+k 
k=l 

We start with E[X]. Since E[dt ] =Jl, it is straightforward that: 

(6) 

(7) 

The derivation of Var(dt) is more involving. It is convenient for this purpose to rewrite X in a 
more concise form. Introducing (2) in expression (6) we have: 

L 

X = Edl+k 
k=l 

L k-l L k L k-l L 

= EPEa;+E Ed-; El+;+yE E~-l-i Et+;+Edd, 
k=l ;=0 k=1 ;=1 k=1 ;=0 k=1 

(8) 
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We can evaluate the sums in Xl' XZ• X3 and X4 as follows: 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

L k-l 

EfiEd 
k=l i=O 

~ l-ak 
fi L.J-

k=l I-a 

L L-Ed] 
I-a k=l 

L L_a 1- aL ] 
I-a I-a 

L k 

E Ed- i 
€t+i 

k=li=1 
L 

E (d- l
€t+l +d-zE t+2+···+ a €t+k_l +€t+k) 

k=1 

(€t+l)+(a€ t+l +Et+2)+···+(aL-1€ t+l +aL-2€t+z+···+€ t+L) 

L [L-k] ~ €t+k ~ ai 

L l_aL-k+1 

]; €t+k I-a 

1 L . 

- E (1-a')et+L+l_j 
I-a j=l 

L k-l 

E E d- 1
- ie t+i 

k=1 i=O 
L 

E (d-1e, +d-ze t+l + ... +a€t+k-2+€t+k-l) 
k=l 
(e,)+(ae ,+e '+l)+ ... +(~-le,+~-zet+l + ... +ae t+L-2+€,+L-l) 

e,&' d+ ~ e'+kr~~r d] 
l-aL 1 ~ I.-k --e,+ __ L.J (I-a- )et+k 
I-a I-a k=l 

_1_ [( l-aL) e, + Li (l-d)e t+L-j] 
I-a j=l 

L 

Eak 

k=l 

l-aL a __ 
I-a 
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Introducing these expressions in (8) we obtain: 

X = Xl +XZ +yX3 +X4dt 

{3 [ I-d-] I L , = - L-a -- + - E(I-d)Et+L+l_j 
I-a I-a I-a j=l 

I [ L-I,] I-d-+ y - (I-d-)E t + E (l-d)Et+L_j + a -- dt I-a j=l I-a 

Taking the variance of the above we have: 

Var(X) = Var(X2)+yZVar(X3 ) + Var(X4dt ) +2y Cov(X2,X3 )+2y COy (X3 ,X4dt ) (9) 

which is obtained by noticing that the random variables X2 and d, are independent. Each of the 
terms in the above expression can be evaluated as follows: 

= 

= 

[ I-~ 1-~] COY _-Et,a_-dt I-a 1-a 
2 

I-~ 
a -- Cov(Et,dt) I-a 

2 

I-~ = a V 
I-a 

[ 
1 L, I-~ I L-I , ] 

= COy - E(I-d)Et+L+l_ ,,--Et+- E (l-d)Et+L_j 
I-a j=l J I-a I-a j=l 

= I {COV((1-~)Et+1'(1-~-1)Et+l)+COV((1_~-1)Et+2,(I-~-2)Et+J+ ... 
(1-a)2 

+Cov( (l-a2)Et+L_1'(I-a)Et+L_l)} 
L-l 

= V E (l-d+1)(I-d) 
(l-a)2 j=l 

L-I 

= V E (l-d-d+1+a2i+I ) 

(l-a)2 j=l 
L-2 L-2 L-2 

= V (L-I+aE d-a2 E d+a3 E (a2y 
(1-a)z j=O j=o j=o 

= V [L-1+ a(1-~-l) _ a2(1-~-1) + a 3(1_a2(L-l)] 

(1-a)2 I-a I-a 1-a2 
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Var(X:J = 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

Introducing the above in (9) we finally obtain: 

Var(X) = V {L- 2a 1-<1- +az1-a2L +yZ [(I-d-/+L-I-2a 1-<1--
1 
+aZ1 -a2(L

2
-1)] 

(l-a)2 I-a l-a2 I-a I-a 

+ (y2+ l)a
2
(1-<1-)z +2ay(1-<1-)z 

1 +a2-2aOl 

+2y [L-l +a 1-<1--
1 
_a21 -c/--l +a3I -a2(L-l)] I (10) 

I-a I-a l-az 
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For the two special cases of the ARMA(I,l) process we have the following expressions: 

MA(I) process (a=O): 

Var(X) = V {L+y2(1+L-l)+2y(L-l)} 
= V {L+Ly2+ZyL-Zy} 

AR(I) process (y=O. 81 =a): 

Var(X) = 

= 

4. Consecutive sums of consecutive terms 

In this section we evaluate the correlation between consecutive sums of consecutive ARMA(l,l) 
terms. Let X and Z be random variables defined as follows: 

L 

X:=E dl+k 
k=1 

and 
L+l 

Z:= E dl+k 
k=L+l 

where L and I are integers representing the number of ARMA(l,l) terms included in X and Z. 
We are interested in evaluating Cov(X,Z) and the resulting correlation coefficient p. 

Define a new variable Y=X+Z. We can generally represent Cov(X,Z) as: 

Cov(X,Z)=Cov(X, Y-X)=Cov(X, Y)- Var(X) (11) 

Since Var(X) has already been evaluated in section 3, we only need Cov(X,Y). By definition we 
can write: 

Cov(X, Y)=E[XY]-E[X]E[Y] (12) 

and so we need to evaluate E[XY] and E[X]E[Y]. Using the results of section 3, it is convenient 
to rewrite X and Y as: 
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Hence: 

E[XY] = 

E[X]E[Y] = 

X:= _1_ [ Bl(L)+B2(L)+BiL)+BiL)+Bs(L)dt ] 
I-a 

Y:= _1_ [ Bl(l)+B2(l)+Bil )+B4(l)+Bs(l)dt ] I-a 

where A.:= L+l 

[ 
I-aP 1 B1(P) := f3 p-a I-a 

p . 

B2(P) := E (l-d)et+p+l_j 
j=l 

B3(P) := y(l-aP)et 
p-l 

B4(P) := y E (l-d)e,+p_j 
j=} 

Bs(P) := a(l-aP) 

1 { B} (L )B} (A. )+B1 (L )Bs(l ),u+E[ B2(L )Bil)] +E[ B2(L)B il )]+E[ B3(L) Bil )] 
(l-a)2 

+E[ BiL )Bs(l )dt] +E[ B iL )B2(l)] +E[ B iL)B iA.)] +Bs(L )Bl(l),u 

+E[Bs(L)B3(l)d,]+E[Bs(L)Bs(A.)d~ } 

1 { B}(L)Bl(A.)+Bl(L)Bs(l),u+Bs(L)Bl(l),u+Bs(L)B5(l),u2 } 
(1-a)2 

Introducing the above in (12) we have: 

Cov(X,y) = E[XY]-E[X]E(Y] 

= 1 { E[BiL)Bil)] +E[B2(L)B4(l)] +E[B3(L)Bil)] 
(1-a)2 (13) 

+E[ BiL )Bs(l )d,] +E[ BiL )B2(l)] +E[ B 4(L)B 4(l)] 

+E[ B5(L )B3(l )d,] +Bs(L )Bs(l){ E[ d;] _,u2} } 

We need to evaluate each of the terms in the above expression. We have: 
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L L+l ] 
E[BzCL)B2(l)] = E j~ (I-d) E t+L+1-j *j~ (I-d) E I+L+I+ 1-j 

= v t (1-d)(1-d+1
) 1 

= v it (1-d+
1
-d+a1i+

1
) 1 

L-l L-1 L-1 
= V L-d+1E d-aE d+d+2 E (a2y 

j=o j=o j=o 

= V L -d+ 1 1-£1- -a 1-~ +d+2 1-a
2L 

1-a 1-a 1-a2 

E[B2(L)B4(l)] = E [t (1-d)EHL+1_j * /£1 (1-d)EHL+I_j 1 
J=1 J=1 
L 

= Y V E (1-d)(I-d+I- 1) 
j=1 
L 

= Y V E (1-d+I- 1-d+a]J+I-l) 
j=1 

= Y V [L-aI1 -£I- -a 1-~ +d+1I -
a2L 1 

I-a 1-a I-a2 

E[B3(L)Bs(l)dll = E [Y (1-£l-)EI a (1-£l-+/)dl ] 

= y a (l-~)(l-£l-+I)E[ Eld,] 

= Y a V (1-aL)(1-aL+1) 
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= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

[ 

L-l L+I 1 
EyE (l-d)EHL _j • E (l-d)Et+L+I+l_j 

j=1 j=1 
L-1 

I' V E (1-d)(1-d+1+l) 
j=1 

I' V L-1- E d- E d+I+1+ E a'lJ+1+1 
L-1 L-1 L-l 1 
j=l j=l j=l 

I' V L-1-a - + 1-aL-1 d+Z 1-aL-1 d+3 1_a2(L-l) 1 
1-a 1-a 1-aZ 

E [r ~ (l-d)eHL _i * r L~1 (l-d)eHL+I_i 1 
L-l 

1'2 V E (1-d)(1-d+/) 
j=1 

L-l L-l L-1 1 
y

2
V L-1-~d-~d+f+j~a'lJ+1 

2 1-aL-1 1+1 1-aL-1 1+2 1_a2(L-1) 1 
I' V L-1-a -a +a 

l-a 1-a 1-a2 

E [ a(1-aL)dt Y(1-aL+f)Et ] 

I' a (1-aL)(1-aL+/)E[dtEtl 

I' a V (1-aL)(1-aL+f) 

Bs(L)Bs(A) Q2 

a Z (1-aL)(1-aL+/) ~ 
l-a2 

Replacing the above in expression (13) for Cov(X,Y) and using expressions (10) and (11), after 
some algebra, we finally obtain: 
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Cov(X,Z) 

Since 

= Cov(X, Y) - Var(X) 

= V {L_d+11-d- -a I-d- +al+21-a2L ] 
(l-a)2 I-a I-a l-a2 

11-d- I-d- 1+1 l-a2L ] + I' L-a ---a--+a 
I-a I-a l-a2 

+ 1'2 (1-d-)(I-d-+/) 
+ I' a (1-d-)(I-d-+ /) 

I-d--1 d+21-d--1 d+31 - a2(L-1) + I' L-1-a - + 
1-a 1-a 1-a2 

2 1-d--1 d+ 1 1-d--1 1+2 1- a2(L-1) + I' L-l-a +a 
I-a I-a 1-a2 

+ I' a (1-d-)(1-d-+ /) 
2 

+ _a_ (l-d-)(l-<l-+/) 
1-a2 

- [L-2a 1-<1- +a21 -a
2L 

] 
I-a l-a2 

2 [ 1. 2 1-<1--1 21- a2(L-1)] - I' (1-a-) +L-I-2a +a ---;:--
1-a 1-a2 

[ 
(1'2+ 1)a

2
(1-d-)2 +2ay (1-<1-)2] 

l+a2-2a(J1 

[ 
1-<1--1 21-<1-- 1 31- a2(L-1) 1 } 

- 21' L -1 +a -a +a ---;;--
1-a 1-a 1-a2 

Cov(X,Z) 
p = ---r.=;=.:::::;::;:;~:::::;::;;:::;::. 

JVar(X) Var(Z) 

the above can be used directly to evaluate p. 

It is interesting to consider the two special cases where the ARMA(1,1) process reduces to an 
AR( 1) or an MA( 1) process. 
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MA(1)-process (a=O): 

Hence: 

AR(1)-process (y=O): 

Cov(X,y) = 

Var(X) = 

Var(Z) = 

Cov(X,Y)-Var(X) = 

= 

Hence: 

Cov(X,y) = 
Var(X) = 
Var(Z) = 

Cov(X,Y)- Var(X) = 

v [ L+Lyz+2yL-y ] 
V [ L+Lyz+2yL-2y ] 
V [ 1+lyz+2yl-2y ] 
I' V 

p = 

= 

Cov(X,Y)- Var(X) 

JVar(X) * JVar(Z) 
y 

V [L_a1+11-d- -a I-d- +a1+zl -a
2L +~(1-d-)(I-d-+/) ] 

(I-a)z I-a I-a l-a2 l-a2 

V [ 2d-+1-Laz-2a+L ] 
(l-a)2(I-az) 

V [ 2a1+1-laz-2a+l ] 
(l-a)z(1-a2) 

V [ L(I-a2)-d+1(1-cf-)(1 +a)-a(I-d-)(1 +a)+d+2(1-a2L ) 
(l-a)2(I-a2) 

+a2(1-d-)(I-d-+1) - 2if-+ 1 + LaZ+ 2a-L) ] 

a V [(d--I)(d-I) ] 
(1-a)Z(1-a2) 

p = Cov(X,z)- Var(X) 

JVar(X) * JVar(Z) 
a(d--I)(d-I) = 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we derived expressions for the central moments (mean and variance) of sums of 
consecutive terms of ARMA(l,l) stochastic processes. We also derived an expression for the 
autocorrelation coefficient between consecutive sums of consecutive terms of ARMA(I,l) 
processes. The derivation of these expressions involves some lengthy and cumbersome algebra. 
Using a similar methodology, extension of these expressions to more general ARMA(p,q) 
processes (with p autoregressive and q moving average terms) is straightforward, although the 
algebra involved is much more involving. 
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